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Group Analysis is based on mutual respect, inclusion and space for
reflection. However, we are living in a social context that arouses
increasing fears of invasion from 'foreigners'. From Europe, Africa, Asia
and the Americas, poverty and war force millions of people to leave their
homes. There are increasing terrorist attacks under the cover of radical
ideological attitudes and we are confronted with more and more social
disintegration.
The Symposium will reflect how our daily work with and in groups is
permeated and challenged by this social context.
The Symposium will take place in the centre of Berlin, which has become,
since the fall of the Berlin Wall, a lively and creative city. It attracts young
people from all over the world and has a strongly multicultural city
population interested in art, culture and history. It is a city filled with a
difficult past and a promising future.
We look forward to welcoming a wide range of people to The
Symposium. Colleagues from the former Eastern Europe, those involved
in the crisis of the Eurozone and those involved with the vast numbers of
refugees crossing borders at this time in our history. We hope that the
Symposium will be a challenge for all grappling with these issues,
whether group analysts or not. Whatever your participation, the
Symposium will be enriched by your contributions to the academic and
experiential programme.
English will be the official language and the Plenary Lectures will be
translated into German. We will also try to facilitate communication and
comprehension for speakers of other languages.
If you wish to extend your stay either before or after the Symposium, you
will be able to explore Berlin and Potsdam, become part of the cultural life
of our vibrant city and freely explore the many parks, forests and lakes
around Berlin.
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